WCCS Recommends
Books for Bedtime
Franklin’s Flying Bookshop
Jen Campbell
The story of a little girl, Luna, and a dragon, Franklin, who share their love of stories
by opening a flying bookshop – on the dragon’s back!

Croc and Bird
Alexis Deacon
Croc and Bird are eggs that hatch together – one a bird, one a crocodile. Feeding,
building a home, flying, climbing and dancing together they become as brothers,
until they arrive at a lake of crocodiles and a forest of birds, and separate.
What strange bonds of fraternity will lead Bird to be reunited with Croc, whom he
finds crouching in a tree?

The Great Race – The Story of the Chinese Zodiac
Dawn Casey
The story of how the Jade Emperor chose animals to symbolise twelve calendar
years, including which animal rules the year of the reader’s birth.
(The lack of definite articles adds a certain authenticity!)

Dream Animals – A Bedtime Journey
Emily Winfield Martin
‘You’ll be carried to your dream tonight on wing or paw or fin.’
Animals from long ago appear by starlight and take children to their dreams in this
enchanting book, written in rhyming couplets.

Whatever Next!
Jill Murphy
Does Baby Bear really fly up to the moon, via the chimney, have a picnic with an
owl, and return for bath time?
Mrs Bear isn’t convinced, but the reader gets to know the full, extraordinary story.

All the Ways to be Smart
Davina Bell & Allison Colpoys
Learn all the ways a little boy or girl can be smart: from rhyming and telling time, to
building cubbies, and making slime; from growing, throwing and bubble-blowing, to
asking how, and what and why.

Saint Francis and the Wolf
Richard Egielski
The town of Gubbia is being terrorised by a fierce wolf! A brave knight, an army of
warriors and a mighty war machine fail to appease him, until St Francis appears and
speaks to the wolf in his own language.
Saint Francis and the Wolf is a tale of friendship, understanding and living at peace
with your neighbours.

WCCS Recommends more at
www.choirschool.com

